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Hello darlings 

It is day 161 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today we’re going to talk about 

fear and love. Well actually, I’m the one talking and this is what I’d like to share 

with you. 

As you know, everything is energy. This whole universe consists of only one thing – 

energy – that is manifest in manifold ways creating this universe, as we know it.  

A lot is said about how there are two emotions that govern every choice on earth 

and that’s the emotion of fear and love. If you’re not choosing from a place of 

love then you’re engaging in the energy of fear and likewise if you’re in fear, 

there’s no room for love. 

It seems strange that energy, which is everything, can be both fear and love and 

the best way I can illustrate this is to show you a fruit tree. Think of your favourite 

fruit and imagine yourself plucking gorgeous ripe fruit from the tree. 

Now we all know that we can look at a fruit tree and see all the fruit as gorgeous 

and yet when we eat from the tree the different individual fruit taste quite 

different. How can this be when they all come the same tree?  

Well if the tree were like a matrix each part of that tree is responding differently to 

the environment in which it lives, resulting a tree that producers similar yet distinctly 

different fruit. 

In the matrix, that is our lives fear and 

love co-exists, often having equal yet 

opposite effects on our lives.  

Let’s look at them individually.  

Fear is the energy that contracts, closes 

down, draws in, runs, hides, hoards and 

harms.  

Love is the energy that expands, opens 

up, sends out, stays, reveals, shares, 

and heals. 

They seem like polar opposites right? 

And yet on a linear scale they live side 

by side. Sometimes the slightest 

deviation takes us from harming others or ourselves to healing. When we are in the 

process of closing down often it is the minuscule pause that allows love the gap it 

needs to open us up.  

We often perceive these two forms of energy to be at polar ends of the spectrum 

and yet they’re both growing on the same tree. It literally lays in our power to 

choose the fruit we want more of. We can consistently pick and eat the fear fruits 
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or we can choose the love fruits. Many of us consume of blend of the two often 

causing a yoyo effect for ourselves. We may wonder why we do this and I think it’s 

a lack of consciousness that causes us to vacillate as we do. However, the more 

intentional and awake we are, the more we can make powerful uplifting choices. 

I’m not trying to tell you how to live your life it’s yours to live. However, I do want to 

encourage you to play with the energy in your matrix that brings out the very best 

in you. Which energy allows you to vibrate at your highest frequency? Whatever it 

is, consume as much of it as you can. I say this constantly, life is all about choice, 

so exercise your will making choices that bring you joy.  

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


